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New	  York	  Peace	  Coalition	  Adopts	  “Peace	  Lights”	  Light-based	  Art	  as	  
International	  Symbol	  for	  Peace	  and	  Non-violence.	  
	  
 New York City, 8 April 2015 - The NY Peace Coalition announces today that it 
has commissioned a pair of digital light artists, Peter Rogina and Eileen Cohen, to create 
a recognizable visual symbol representing the combined efforts of the organization to 
promote Peace and Non-violence.  The commissioned piece will be entitled “Peace 
Lights” and will be strongly based on another piece by the pair called “Drapes”.   
 
The “Peace Lights” vision is to unite and provide support and solidarity for disparate 
efforts aimed in the common direction of peace.  It is also hoped that the art and 
technology aspect of the visual presentation can open up additional avenues of sharing, 
discussion, engagement, and inspiration.   
 
Peter Rogina and Eileen Cohen have worked together with the NY Peace Coalition as 
part of the Peace December Opening Ceremony, Music Peace Marathon, and Awards 
event.   In the last year, Rogina and Cohen have had several noteworthy installations in 
NYC including projections onto the famed Cotton Club in Harlem, installations on 
Governors Island, at the TEDxCUNY event, and as featured artists at the opening 
ceremonies for NYC Light 2015, an event directly linked with the United Nations 
International Year of Light and Light-based Technologies..  Their work can be seen on 
their website at: www.peterrogina-eileencohen.com .   
 
According to SHEIKH Moussa Drammeh, Chairman of the NY Peace Coalition, a 
particular piece of moving light art, “Drapes”, resonated and was particularly well 
received by attendees at various events.  
 



 
Image: Peter Rogina with a still image of “Drapes” from the NYC Light 2015 Opening Ceremonies. 
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“One of the strengths of the piece is in its simplicity,” says Moussa Drammeh.  “It also 
possesses recognizability and an ability to unobtrusively complement an environment.  It 
is our experience that the energy of a room can be positively affected just by having the 
lights playing on the wall.”   
 
The flowing piece will be shown at all NY Peace Coalition events and efforts are already 
underway to seek adoption of “Peace Lights” by all related peace organizations in the US 
and worldwide.  “We are very excited to see how an international symbol of Peace based 
in light can serve to unite and support disparate efforts aimed in a common direction.”  
 
According to Drammeh, “[The Coalition] did not set out to create a light-based symbol 
for our efforts.  However, as 2015 is the United Nations “International Year of Light and 
Light-based Technologies”, we feel that there is an opportunity to further promote peace 
through this synergy.” 
 
Peter Rogina adds, “Eileen and I are both proud and humbled to be asked to produce this 
piece for an organization with such an accomplished record of working for peace and 
non-violence on the world stage.  We’ve received a lot of great support over the last year 
for our work and are looking forward to working closely with the NY Peace Coalition 
and all the associated organizations worldwide to help support their missions with “Peace 
Lights”.  I know I also speak for Eileen when I say that the idea of associating our light 
art so closely with worldwide efforts for peace moves us both very deeply.”   
 
The New York Peace Coalition promotes world peace through connecting communities 
both locally and internationally.  Based in the Bronx, NY, the organization has been 
directly involved with local and international efforts aimed at raising awareness and 
supporting efforts for peace.  Since 2010, the NY Peace Coalition has also led efforts in 
NYC associated with Peace December.  These efforts are part of a larger United Nations 
program for the coordination of actions for Peace.  http://peacedecember.com/ 
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